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Telecon
Called to order at 10:00 PDT
IEEE reminder and intro: see slides in doc 802.19/0025r0 (May WG opening report)
Review May meeting
Simulation updates: Steve and Jianlin are working on the parameters document. No new results yet. Will have document to review on next call.
List of suggestions from May (minutes doc 802.19/0037r0). Noted that a suggestion to use different transmit powers is missing from the list. Minutes updated and will be posted as r1. It was noted that in some regions, 802.11ah will need to operate and lower than max allowed power to meet band edge requirements.
Action: Parameters document: Steve, Jianlin and Ben to work and have ready for review by next call.
Next call time:
USA PDT    Tuesday, June 12, 2018 at 4:00:00 pm
USA EDT    Tuesday, June 12, 2018 at 7:00:00 pm
Japan    Wednesday, June 13, 2018 at 8:00:00 am
CEST    Wednesday, June 13, 2018 at 1:00:00 am

Ben to circulate time may propose change if there are objections on the reflector.

Adjourned at 10:36 PDT
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